
Getting started in 
Photoshop

What is it?

Why do you need it?



A Swiss Army Chainsaw

• Powerful, flexible, but not easy to 
use

• Not first choice 
weapon to fix
a picture hook

• Or fill a tooth



My first choice – Lightroom
• Image Organiser

• But also contains

– RAW converter 

– Colour balance / Exposure balance

– Cropping

– Spot removal / Cloning (limited)

– Sharpening / Noise reduction 

– Other goodies



Why use Photoshop (1)?

• Make precise selections

– To remove or repair blemishes

– To edit a specific area of the image

– To cut, copy or paste a specific area

– For example…





Why use Photoshop (2)?

• Combine (parts of) two or more 
images
– Replace a dull grey sky

– Make up a panel entry

– Blend images, not just copy & paste

– ‘Creative’ images – things that don’t 
actually exist





Why use Photoshop (3)?

• Keep control of a complex edit

– Compare alternative effects

– Readjust previous changes

• Wide range of tools, conversions 
and effects 





Key Tools and Features
• Layers and Layer Masks

– Too many detailed features to list

– Image and Adjustment Layers

• Selection tools

– Lasso, Quick Selection, Magic Wand

• Correction tools

– Clone, Spot healing, Healing brush, 
Content Aware Move & Fill



A few PHLEARN tutorials

• https://phlearn.com/tutorial/retouch-
environments-photoshop/

• https://phlearn.com/tutorial/why-are-the-
clone-stamp-and-healing-brush-different/

• https://phlearn.com/tutorial/how-to-add-
sunrays-in-photoshop/

• https://phlearn.com/tutorial/making-colors-
come-life-photoshop/

https://phlearn.com/tutorial/retouch-environments-photoshop/
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/why-are-the-clone-stamp-and-healing-brush-different/
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/how-to-add-sunrays-in-photoshop/
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/making-colors-come-life-photoshop/


Sample Images

• To show how I use Photoshop

• But usually several alternative 
ways to do something



Top Layer – Phil, cut from a second shot taken at same time, same place.

Middle – Adjustment Layer to darken the background and make Phil’s shadow.

Bottom – Original shot of three of us, taken by Phil.



Layer 3 – White keyline
border.  Keep separate so 
can easily make a version 
without it.

Layer 2 – The child, shot 
at the same time in the 
same place, but with top 
of background missing.

Layer 1 – The original shot 
converted to 
monochrome in the Silver 
Efex Pro filter.

Background – Original 
shot, not actually showing 
anywhere, but kept for 
reference.



Top Layer – The statues, cut out and copied on top.

Next 2 Layers – Semi-transparent white layers, with the bottoms masked off, to create the 
‘foggy’ effect.

Next Layer – The original image with vertical blur to emphasise the trees and lose other 
unwanted detail.

Background – Original image, not contributing but kept for reference.



Top Layer – The frogs at top right, cropped to a square shape

Next Layer – a black oval on transparent ground (created with shape tool) acting as a ‘clipping 
mask’, or window to see the frogs through.

Third layer from top – Adjustment Layer masked to dim down a bright rock in centre.

Two more pairs of layers with frogs and a clipping mask to make the ovals.

Background – the black background.

The benefit of 
keeping the 
layers 
separate, 
especially the 
frogs and the 
clipping 
layers, is that 
one can move 
and resize 
each 
independently 
to achieve the 
final 
composition.


